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Donald Trump’s latest attempt to block a congressional probe with an invocation of executive privilege rests on must be helpless to learn how it is being served. Had
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The Chatham-Kent Health Alliance’s deadline to adhere to its mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy passed Sunday and 26 staff are losing their job, and hospital
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Frantzy Luzincourt is the CEO and Co-Founder of Strategy for Black Lives, a collective of leaders that fights for the improvement of black lives through access to

As an old-style conservative (before the libertarian turn), he knew that capitalism wasn’t fair; that it didn’t give everyone what they deserved, and that we therefore had

Education Secretary Nadhim Zahawi earlier this month warned schools against teaching ‘white privilege’ as if it were fact and said it was a ‘contested view’.

Murdaugh, who has not been charged with anybody’s death, is at the center of a web of accidents, alleged accidents and shootings which altogether resulted in the

can move in the world without thinking about the “potholes” or the “gravel” that people of color have to

ever can experience them at all). I know now that I am privileged in many ways. I am privileged as a natural-born white citizen. I am privileged as a cisgender woman.
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Twitter rant has exposed the musician’s deeply privileged and flawed take on poverty and existence. For a …
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does executive privilege extend beyond a president’s term?

The precise contours of executive privilege are far from clear. There are few judicial decisions on the subject, and Justice Department Office of Legal Counsel memos,

committee.

“Accordingly, President Biden does not uphold the former President’s assertion of privilege preventing the initial batch of documents from being released to the

mgm resorts international teams up with uso for 2021 salute to the troops event hosted at the mirage hotel & casino

In celebration of America’s service members, MGM Resorts International (NYSE: MGM) will host the United Service Organization (USO) Experience - Salute to the

the application of privilege

or how the education is being done, is creating cautiousness and fear. You need to get to the root of the problem. That might mean more than education on privilege or simply better education.
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The teaching of “white privilege” is rife in schools despite warnings that it is unlawful, ministers have been told.Teachers have been accused of introducing “politically
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Foreign Minister Zhao Lijian said in a press conference that the United States’ request to “[illegible]” was irrational and违背了 international law.
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